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1. Introduction. An implicative Boolean algebra [l] is one which

contains an implication or conditional which is appropriate to the

theory of probability. The conditional has been defined as an inverse

of a cross product operation which is associative, noncommutative,

distributive with respect to the binary Boolean operations, satisfies

left cancellation, and has the unit element as its unit. It is known that

not all Boolean algebras are implicative. In fact it is shown here that

any implicative Boolean algebra containing more than two elements

is atomless. The question then arises whether there is an essential

restriction imposed by introducing such a conditional into an arbi-

trary Boolean algebra. The question is answered in the negative by

the fact that any Boolean algebra can be enlarged so as to include

the additional elements produced by the operations of the cross prod-

uct and the conditional.

The notation and terminology of [l] will be used. Thus Tl to T26

refer to the theorems, PO to P6 to the postulates, and •, V, ~f +, X,

and C denote conjunction, disjunction, negation, symmetric differ-

ence, cross product, and the "if" operation of [l] respectively.

2. Extension. To show that every Boolean algebra B can be ex-

tended to an implicative Boolean algebra, we first show that B has a

representation in which each nonzero element has the same cardinal

power. The cardinality c(x) of an element x is defined as the cardinal-

ity of the set of all points of the representation space contained in x.

Of course c(x) depends on the particular representation. In the fol-

lowing, B is identified with its various representations.

Lemma 1. Every Boolean algebra B has a representation in which

c(x)=c(l) for allx^O.

Proof. If B is finite, let ax, • • • , a» be its atoms. Let the elements

a< be represented by pairwise disjoint countably infinite sets of points.

In this representation, the cardinality of each nonzero element of B

is No-

li B is infinite, let B be represented by the Stone representation
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theorem [2; 3]. Thus B is a set of subsets of points £ of a space S.

We obtain another representation of B by replacing each £ by a subset

Si= {$;} XS of SXS. That is, 5{ = the set of all pairs (£, ij) where

t]ES. Then c(S¿)=c(S). In this new representation of B, for each

nonzero xEB, c(x)=c(S) since

c(S) S c(x) g c(S XS) = c(S)-c(S) = c(S).

The following extension theorem is the principal result of this

paper.

Theorem 1. Every Boolean algebra B can be extended to an implica-

tive Boolean algebra B*.

Proof. Let B be represented as in Lemma 1. Let the points £ of

the representation space 5 be well ordered so that if o-(£) denotes the

lower segment preceding £, then c(o(i;)) <c(l). This can be done by

selecting the least ordinal having the same cardinal power as S.

For each subset x of 5 for which c(x) =c(S), let Tx be the unique

1-1 order-preserving mapping of 5 on x. Since Tx is 1-1, if y is any sub-

set of 5 with c(y)=c(S) then c(Tx(y))=c(S).

The implicative Boolean algebra B* to which we shall extend B is

a set of subsets of the above well-ordered series. The Boolean opera-

tions are the usual set-theoretic operations. We define B* as the

minimal Boolean algebra containing B and such that if x, yEB*,

then z = Tx(y)EB* and w = T~l(xy)EB* it y^O. Since c(x)=c(l)

for all nonzero xEB, it follows inductively that this condition also

holds for all nonzero elements of B*.

For x, yEB*, x, y^O, we define xXy = Tx(y). We also define

xX0 = 0Xy = 0X0 = 0. The above definitions of B* and the cross

product imply that B* is closed under this binary operation and

hence satisfies postulate PO.

We verify the remaining postulates PI to P6.

PI. rixl/(l)=xXy = ri(y) = rirv(l) which implies TxTy(£)
= TXXV(Ï).

Therefore xX(yXz) = Tx(yXz) = TxTy(z) = Txxv(z) = (xXy)Xz.

P3. xX(yz) = Tx(yz) = Tx(y)■ Tx(z) = (xXy)• (xXz).

P2. (a) xX(yVz) = FI(yVz) = ri(y)VFI(z) = (xXy)V(*Xa).

(b) Tx(y)VTx(~y) = Tx(yV~y) = Tx(l) =x.

Multiplying the extreme members of the preceding line by ~Tx(y),

we get

(c) x-~Tx(y) = Tx(~y)-~Tx(y).

(d) But Tx(y)-Tx(~y)=0 and this implies Tx(~y) • ~Tx(y)

= rt(~y).
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Combining the last two steps, we have

(e) x • ~Txiy) = Txi~y), or x X~y = x• ~(x Xy).

(f) Obviously x(xXy)=xXy.

Therefore,

x X (y + z) = x X [iy~z) V iz-~y)]

= [(*Xy)(xX~z)] V [(xXz)-(xX~y)]

= [(*X y)-x—(xXz)] V [(xXz)x—(x X y)]

= [(xX-y)-~(xXz)] V [(xXz)-~(xXy)]

= ix X y) + (x X z).

P4. XFíO and Txiy) = F*(z) implies y = z since Tx is biunique.

Hence xf^O and xXy = xXz implies y = z.

P5. rx(l)=xXl=x.
P6. If y^O, let z = T-\x-y)EB*. Then x-y = Tviz)=yXz.
Therefore B* is an implicative Boolean algebra containing B and

the theorem is proved. Clearly B* is minimal. The extension on the

other hand is not unique. In fact it is possible for two implicative

Boolean algebras Bi, B2 to be isomorphic as Boolean algebras and

yet have different cross-product operations.

An example of an implicative Boolean algebra which contains B

and is not minimal is as follows. Let B* be a nondenumerable im-

plicative Boolean algebra and let B be any finite Boolean subalgebra.

Then B* is not a minimal extension of B, for it is shown in the next

section that any minimal extension of B is countable.

3. A denumerable implicative Boolean algebra. Consider the situa-

tion in which the well-ordered series of the preceding section is the

co-series. Let 0<Xi<x2< • • • where the x,- are integers and let the

sequence of the x.'s be denoted by

(1) x = (xi, x2, • • • ).

Let & = 1 if A Ex, ¿* = 0 otherwise. Then the sequence x is determined

by the sequence of the £,'s. Let us denote this sequence by

(2) x = (£i, £2, • • • ).

By the dyadic number corresponding to sequence x we mean

0.£i£j • • • . Let Xn= Et-i £*»' tnen the sequence of the Xfs also de-

termines x. Let

(3) x = [Xi, Xt, ■ • • ].

Thus we have three ways of writing any sequence of positive integers

Xi, each of which determines the other two. Similarly let
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y = (yi, y2, • • • ) = (i?i, 172, • • • ) = [Yh F2, • • • ],

z = (zi, z2, • • • ) = (f 1, f2, • ■ • ) = [Zi, Z2, ■ • ■ ].

Let » = xy = the set-theoretic intersection of sequences x, y. Then

(4) v = xy = (£1,1, £2„2, • • • ) = [Pi, P»,   • ' ]■

The remaining Boolean operations of disjunction, symmetric differ-

ence, and negation may also be defined respectively for sequences of

integers by

(5) x V y = (£1 + Vi - im, £2 + V2 - £2172, • • • ),

(6) x + y = (£1 + 171 - 2£1)7i, £2 + rç2 - 2£2)?2, • • • ),

(7) ~ x - (1 - «i, 1 - &f • - - ).

The next binary operation yXz to be defined for these sequences is

given by exactly the same procedure as the formation of Tv(z) in

Theorem 1:

(8) yXz= (y.v yn, ■ ■ ■ ).

For the special case of an co-series, it is possible to write explicitly the

"if" operation, xCy, in the form:

(9) x E y = (S*, £M, • • • ).

Theorem 2. For any sequences of positive integers x, y, and z, xEy

= z if and only if xy=yXz.

Proof. The proof follows at once from the last two of the following

four lemmas. These lemmas may be proved in a straightforward

manner by induction and their proofs will be omitted.

Lemma 2. XXn = n.

Lemma 3. xx„ = ra if A„ = A„_i+l; xxn = xxB_t if Xn = Xn-i.

Lemma 4. Vn = ZYn where z = xCy and v = x-y.

Lemma 5. (y*„ y,v • • • )= [ZTv ZYj, • • ■ ].

The set consisting of all increasing infinite sequences of integers

and the null sequence does not form an implicative Boolean algebra

under the operations defined in this section, for it is not closed under

them. However, the set of all sequences whose dyadic numbers are

periodic is an implicative Boolean algebra B. This includes the num-

bers 0 and 1 but does not include all dyadic rationals since some ra-

tional fail to conform to the periodicity at the beginning. Further,

B is a minimal implicative extension of any finite Boolean algebra
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of more than 2 elements. Also B as a Boolean algebra is isomorphic

to the set C of all finite unions of half-open intervals [a, b) such that

Oga<i^l and a, b are rational.

To indicate the proof of these assertions, we introduce the follow-

ing notation. Let (r, »), 0^r<«, denote the dyadic number having

period », exactly one 1 in each period, and r O's preceding the 1. Then

any periodic dyadic number, distinct from zero, is a finite union of

numbers (r, «) all having the same ». It follows readily from (8) that

(10) (r, ») X (/, »') = (r + »r', »»').

It is clear that the set B of all periodic dyadic numbers constitutes

a Boolean algebra. It is necessary to demonstrate the closure of B

under cross product. If y is any periodic dyadic number, then (r, »)

Xy is readily obtained by using the distributivity of the cross prod-

uct from the left. It remains to show how to define yXir, «). The

general definition would require cumbersome notation, but the

method can be seen from the following illustration. Let

y = (0, 4) V (2, 4) V (3, 4)    and    (r, n) = (1, 2).

Then

y = yXl = yX [(0, 2) V (1, 2)]

= (0, 8) V (2, 8) V (3, 8) V (4, 8) V (6, 8) V (7, 8)  (by (10)).

Using (8) we obtain yX(l, 2) = (2, 8)V(4, 8)V(7, 8). The element

y = (0, 4) V(2, 4) V(3,4) is expanded in order to produce an even num-

ber of elements in the disjunction. Then the cross multiplication of

the resulting disjunction on the right by (1,2) is equivalent to the

selection of the second term in each group of two terms.

We now see that B is closed under cross product. The remaining

postulates for an implicative Boolean algebra follow readily from

the considerations of this section.

We next show that B as a Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the set

C of all finite unions of half-open rational intervals. Since each ele-

ment of B is a finite disjunction of elements of the form (r, w), it suf-

fices to state the isomorphic correspondence for such elements. But

every element of the form (r, «) can be written as a finite disjunction

of elements of the form (p, i>!). This follows from

(n-l)l-l (n-l)l-l

(r, ») X 1 = (r, ») X     E    («- (»-!)!)=     E  (/ + an, «!).
or—0 a—0

We may thus give the correspondence for elements of B of the form

(r, «!) where 0^r<«!.
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Clearly (r, »!) may be written uniquely in the form

(r, »!) = (r2, 2) X (ft, 3) X • • • X (r„, »).    where 0 ^ r* < *.

By (10),

(11) r = r2+ 2!r, + 3!r4 +•••+(»- l)!r„.

Let

»"2       r3 r„
(12) /=B_i+_l + ... + _.

2!      3! n\

Then the mapping of B onto C is determined by

(13) (r,»D-*\t,t + -\

The integer r and the rational t may be rewritten in the factorial

scale as:

(110 r = r„r„_i • • • r,.0,

(12') / = 0.r2r3 • • • r„.

The correspondence has been set up in such a way that the interval

corresponding to (r, n\)X(s, n + 1) is included in the interval cor-

responding to (r, «!). From this it follows that inclusion is preserved

in general, and hence that the cross product is preserved by the map-

ping. Clearly the Boolean operations are also preserved. This estab-

lishes the isomorphism.

The fact that B is a minimal implicative extension of any finite

Boolean algebra of more than 2 elements follows from the considera-

tion of the elements (0, n), (1, »), • • • , (n — 1, n) as the n atoms of a

Boolean algebra of 2" elements, since any implicative Boolean alge-

bra of more than two elements is atomless by Theorem 3 below.

4. Atomlessness. By definition, an atom A of a Boolean algebra is

a nonzero element which does not properly contain any nonzero ele-

ment. Equivalently, a is an atom if and only if a¿¿0 and a-x — 0 or a

lor any element x.

Theorem 3. An implicative Boolean algebra B with more than two

elements is atomless.

Proof. Assume a is an atom of B ; then aEb is an atom for all b ?*0.

For let xEB, then

*•(« C b) = [(b Xx)Eb]-(aEb) = [(b X x)-a] C b   by TÍO, T14.
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But (¿> Xx) a = 0 or a since a is an atom. Thus

x- (a C i) = 0    or   a C i.

In particular aEa is an atom. But by T17, aCa = l which contra-

dicts the hypothesis that B has more than two elements.

We conclude this section with a remark concerning a relation be-

tween implicative Boolean algebras and certain prime ideals. Let a

denote an atom and /(a) denote the prime ideal of all elements of B

not containing a. Let B* be any implicative Boolean algebra contain-

ing B. Then in B*, xEa is defined and, as x ranges over B, xEa takes

on the values 0 or 1 according to whether icG/(a) or not. For xCa

= (xa)Co by T16 and xa = 0 if xEIia), =a otherwise; and aEa = l

by T17.

5. A probability property. By a probability distribution pix) on an

implicative Boolean algebra B, we mean a functional satisfying P7 to

PlOof [1].

Theorem 4. Let B and pix) be as above. If x\, x2, • • • , xnEB, then

there exist yit y2, • • • , ynEB such that the elements y i are independent

and piyi) =/>(«,•), i = l, 2, • • • , ».

Proof. If » = 2 and X\, x2 are given, let

yi = xi,       ys = (xi X x2) V (~*i X x2).

Then yry2 = xi- [(xiXx2) V(~*iXx2)] = [xi(xiXx2)]V[*r(~*iXx2)]

= XiXx2, and p(yt) =/>(xiXx2)+£(~XiXx2) =£(xi)£(x2)+(l -pixi))

pix2)=pix2)   by   T25,   P10,   and   T24.   Thus   piyi-y2) = p{xiXx2)

=pixi)pix2) =p{yi)piy2).

If » = 3 and Xi, x2, X3 are given, let

yi = xi,        y2 = (xi X x2) V (~*i X x2),

y3 = [(yi-y2) X x3] V [iyx-~yt) X x3]

V [(~yi-y2) X x3] V [(~yi-~y*) X xs].

As above yi, y2 are independent and £(y3) = />(x3). To show yi, y3 inde-

pendent, form yi-y3= [(yi-y2)Xx3]V[(yi-~y2)Xxs]. Thus piyx-yz)

= [p(yx-yi)+p(yx-~yi)]pixt)=p(yx)pixt)=piyx)piyt). The elements

y2, y3 are also easily shown to be independent. The proof for arbitrary

w is similar.1

1 Errata of [l]; 1. Last sentence of §1 should read "Moreover '* strictly implies

y' whenever 'y if x' is a tautology." 2. Line 13, p. 290 should be xXy=v„l, v,,,,

3. Line 21. p. 290, for "x and y" read "x and «."
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